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Typical LE firearms/product questions which you may be asked: 

Q_;_ Are LE firearms restricted to LE only sales, or can I buy one? 

A: If you are a lawful buyer of firearms as certified by Federal Law, and can find a LE 
distributor/dealer in your area or otherwise who will order one for you, then you may be 
able to purchase one. 

Q_;_ Can I buy one (a LE firearm) from you? 
A: We do not sell firearms to the general public; we only sell to our Wholesalers & 
Distributors. 

Q_;_ Why doesn't the Golden Saber bullet have a cannelure (crimping ring) around the 
bullet? 
A: The Golden Saber bullets have been specially designed without one because they are 
loaded with a slight taper crimp, and this is enough to keep them properly seated within 
the brass cartridge casing. Also, they are made with a unique "Driving Band" that helps 
them to fully engage the rifling at the rear of the bullet improving performance. 

Q_;_ Can I put an 870 Police shotgun stock on my Model 870 Express.fWingmaster, and 
can I get it from you? 

A: Yes, provided that we have it in stock, and I will need Lhe serial I+ of your gun lo 
check and see exactly what type of gun you have (ex. 12 ga. or 20 ga. etc.). 

Q_;_ Can I put an 870 Police shotgun bbl on my Model 870 Express/Wingmaster, and can 
I get it from you? 

A.;_Federal law states that civilians (persons without a special firearms license) cannot 
own a shotgun with a bbl less than 18" in length. However, if you wish to purchase any 
bbl at or over this acceptable length, I can check parts availability and see if we have one 
for your gauge/model (ask for serial #). 

Q_;_ What is the difference between a Model 870 Express Synthetic, and a Model 870 
Police Shotgun? 

A: The 870 Police shotguns have the machining burrs removed via a hand sanding 
process on the internal components, receiver, and barrel, (just like the Wingmaster), then 
the pa1is are Parkerized for corrosion protection. The 870 P's have a heavy duty sear 
spring that requires 7-8 lbs to compress, whereas standard sear springs in 870 Express 
guns have a 4.5-6 lbs sear spring. 
Also, the 870 Police Shotguns are specialized in different configurations for tactical 
police duty use, such as "Ghost Ring" sights, Tritium sights, SpeedFeed stocks, folding 
stocks, short 10-14" bbls, etc. 
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The 870 Express guns have the machining burrs removed via a glass blasting process on 
the internal components, receiver, and barrel, which leaves a rough surface in which the 
black oxide (bluing) is applied to the parts _ 

_Q_;_ What is the difference between a regular Model 700 (such as a Model 700 SPS) and a 
Model 700 P (rifle)? 

A;_ The standard Model 700P features an H-S Precision® composite stock reinforced with Du 
Pont Kevlar and fiberglass. Available 40-X adjustable trigger. They'll stay dimensionally stable 
in any weather and under the worst tactical situations. The stock is laid up around an aircraft:
grade aluminum bedding block that runs up the entire length of the receiver. Heavy free 
floating 26" bbl, receiver machined from Ordinance grade steel. It has a textured, black, non
reflective finish and comes with sling swivel studs. The Standard Model 700P is available in 
time-tested .223 Rem, .308 Win., .300 Win Mag, 7mm Remington Mag., and .300 Remington 
Ultra Mag cartridges. 

A Model 700 SPS has a black synthetic (Nylon type) stock and it does not feature any type of 
bedding block. The Model 700 SPS features an improved, ergonomically designed synthetic 
stock for better handling and enhanced overall functionality. The carbon steel barrels are clean 
without sights and receivers are drilled aml tapped for scope mounts. All exterior metalwork 
features a matte blued finish. Standard amenities also include the revolutionary recoil
reducing R3® recoil pad, a hinged floor plate magazine, and swivel studs. 

Q.; What is the difference between the Model 7600 and the Model 7615 (pump action rifle)? 

A;_ The Metal work and stock have a black matte non-reflective finish, and the butt stock is 
furnished with a black rubber recoil pad. Like its walnut-stocked brother, the 7600™ Synthetic 
has twin action bars for smooth cycling; a quick-release, drop-out four-round magazine; and a 
free-floated barrel that matches the accuracy of the best bolt guns. Walnut (wood) stocked 
models have a high gloss blued finish on the bbl and receiver. 

The Model 7615P Pump rifle, based on the rugged and reliable Model 870 shotgun, delivers 
first shot accuracy and ultra-fast follow-up shots as the shooter instantly chambers another 
round from the higher capacity magazine. The Model 7615P comes in .223 Remington caliber, 
uses standard M16/AR15 style magazines and has a 16 1/2" barrel. Also, transition from the 
Model 870 Pump shotgun into this patrol rifle is easily accomplished. 

• Available in standard rifle sight or Wilson Combat/ XS Sight Company sighting 
systems. 

• Speedfeed Stocks are used on most of the models but we also now include the AR 
collapsible style stock from Advanced Technologies. Be it Standard or Pistol Grip 
Stocks, they are available in 13" and 14" Length of Pull (LOP). 

• All 7615's are supplied with a "low profile" 10 round M16/AR-15 style magazine. 
• The 7615's provided to the 5.11 Challenge performed flawlessly all summer and will 

be featured again in the 2006 Challenge. 
• Rotary Bolt Lock-up Design for exceptional strength, safety and hallmark reliability. 
• Parkerized Finish and Rugged, Black Synthetic Stock and Fore-end with sling swivel 

studs. 

Q.; What is the difference between the Model 40-X (police) and the M-24 (rifle)? 

A: The Model 40-XB & 40-XS bolt-action rifles. Serving as the basic action design from 
which today's legendary Remington Model 700 Bolt-Action rifle was born, the Model 40-X has 
always been there when pinpoint accuracy matters most. 
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Our line of law enforcement centerfire rifles is rounded out by the exceptional Model 40-XB 
Tactical and the Model 40-XS. Arguably the most accurate bolt action rifle available today, it's 
completely handcrafted and made to order in the Remington Custom Shop. 

Both models feature a glass-bedded action in a McMillan A3 or AS series stock with adjustable 
LOP and comb height, with a free-floating 416 stainless steel barrel. A thermoset epoxy finish 
on the receiver and barrel (as on the M-24 rifle) is also available. Also has an externally 
adjustable trigger. 

Every Model 40-XS tactical rifle comes from the Custom Shop with a test target and 
verification of the ammo used. Proved capable of delivering 314" MOA accuracy or better before 
each rifle leaves the Remington Custom Shop. 

M-24---Designed for and used by the United States Military, the M24's popularity also 
stretches from SWAT teams nationwide to International Military and Government agencies. 
Based on Remington's legendary Model 700™ and 40-X™ rifles, famous for their "out of the 
box" accuracy, the M24 has quickly gained a reputation for precision among the sniper system 
community. An essential element in the M-24's accuracy is its heavy, hammer-forged, 
stainless steel, Rem-Tough powder-coated barrel. The barrel's unique 5-R rifling delivers 
combined advantages of reduced bullet deformation and metallic fouling, even pressure 
curves, higher bullet velocities and longer barrel accuracy life. The M-24's H-5 Precision® 
aramid fiber-reinforced, fiberglass stock with an aluminum bedding block, is utilized for 
exceptional strength and dimensional stability in all weather conditions. Combined with its 
sophisticated sighting options, the M-24's Sniper Weapon System remains the standard 
against which all sniper systems are compared. 
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